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Benthara Wadumesthrige Asela Anuruddhika M.S.Egr., Department of Mechanical and 
Materials Engineering, Wright State University, 2011. Computational Investigation of 
Optimal Heavy Fuel Direct Injection Spark Ignition in Rotary Engine. 
The main objective of this computational study is to investigate the optimum 
injection and spark parameters for the direct injection spark ignition (DISI) Wankel 
rotary engine using diesel fuel. Currently only port fuel injected gasoline rotary engines 
are available in the automotive industry.  Compared to reciprocating type engines rotary 
engine is mechanically simple, less vibrate, have higher power to weight ratio and 
achieve better performance at high rpm. Due to the inherent low fuel efficiency of rotary 
engine and increasing gas prices, application of the rotary engine in conventional 
automobiles is decreasing.  This project seeks to introduce DISI technology to the rotary 
engine thus increase the fuel efficiency allowing it to be another efficient power source 
option for aero and automotive applications. 
  DISI technology is the latest trend in the automobile manufacturing. This 
technology helped to combine benefits of both compression ignition (CI) and spark 
ignition (SI) engines into a single efficient internal combustion process. Multi-fuel 
capabilities, reduced operating pressures, and reduced compression ratios make this 
technology applicable for rotary engines. In this study diesel fuel, as opposed to gasoline, 
is introduced into the rotary engine using DISI technology.  
  Due to high technological advancements used in DISI engines, it is expensive to 
experimentally incorporate this technology to a new engine. Accurately designed 
computational analyses can reduce both time and cost by cutting extra experimental test 
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trials. For this computational fluid dynamics (CFD) study ANSYS FLUENT commercial 
software was used to integrate the DISI technology into a rotary engine model which was 
designed in Solidworks and meshed in GAMBIT. 
When creating the engine model, many parameters have to be considered. Engine 
geometry, injectors, and spark plugs were identified as the most important components 
needed to be investigated when integrating DISI technology into the rotary engine. By 
using a readily available rotary engine, direct injector, and spark plug, the number of 
parameters for the optimization process were reduced. The most important parameters 
were picked to evaluate the optimum single injection and spark locations. Full factorial 
experimental design was used to estimate the sensitivity of different combinations of 
parameters. This was followed by a statistical sensitivity study using JMP 800 
commercial software to determine the most and least sensitive parameters to analyze for 
the optimum setup of single injection rotary engine combustion. Contour plots of fuel 
consumption, CO2 generated, equivalence ratio, average temperatures, and pressures 
were used to support the results. 
The feasibility of multiple injections was also studied by means of their power 
outputs and fuel efficiencies. Optimum locations, amounts of fuel, number of orifices and 
orientations of orifices were included when evaluating optimum lead (second) injector. 
Similar studies were carried out to check the applicability of a third injector. From the 
results it can be observed that a dual injection setup provided optimum performance from 
the DISI rotary engine.   
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 Rotary Engine 1.1
Rotary engines have a history that dates as far back as 1588, when Italian inventor 
Agostino Ramelli invented a rotary piston type water pump. Almost two hundred years 
later in 1759, James Watt invented the first steam powered rotary engine. It was another 
two hundred years later before Dr. Felix Wankel created the first internal combustion 
rotary engine in 1954 in cooperation with the German auto company NSU. 
Various types of conceptual rotary engine designs can be found during the Wankel 
rotary development age. Most of them were used as pumps and compressors in the early 
stages while quasi-turbine and Sarich orbital engines are some of the other early 
industrial applications of rotary usage. In general the difficulty experienced by most 
rotary engine designs at that time was failure under high pressure. A brief discussion 
about the historical development of rotary engine can be found in Kenichi Yamamoto‟s 
book about rotary engines.   
A few decades ago rotary engine research slowed as a result of lagging efficiency 
compared to that of reciprocating engines. The Mazda automobile company, however, 
continued developing rotary engines for commercial automobile applications. Along with 
Mazda, small aircraft and other engineering industries continue trying to incorporate 
modern technology into rotary engines.  
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 Advantages of Rotary versus Reciprocating Engines 1.2
The rotary engine has gradually become useful due to several important advantages 
over reciprocating piston engines. The following is a list of some of these advantages 
[26], [13], [14].  
I. Higher power to weight ratio compared to reciprocating type engines 
II. Mechanical simplicity and less vibration. 
III. No valves or cam shafts like a reciprocating engine, so it is 
comparatively quieter, which helps to reduce power losses. 
IV.  The output shaft rotates 3 times faster than the rotor so the working time 
of each stroke is 1.5 times faster than the reciprocating engine. This 
means higher performance at high speeds. This is suitable for direct 
injection because of the 50% longer stroke duration compared to 
reciprocating engine; therefore there is more time to complete the 
combustion.  
V. Produces twelve strokes per revolution of the rotor, because each side of 
the rotor goes through four strokes (Figure 1-1) per crank revolution and 
three chambers (sides) makes it a total of twelve strokes as opposed to 
the four stokes of a single cylinder piston reciprocating engine. The 
output shaft (spindle) rotates three times faster than the rotor thus his 





 Disadvantages of Rotary versus Reciprocating Engines 1.3
 While there are several advantages of rotary engines relative to reciprocating, 
below is a list of some of its disadvantages. 
I. More difficult to seal, thus reducing the efficiency of the engine. Three 
dimensional sealing of the rotor makes it less effective compared to the 
reciprocating engine because the rotor has to seal chambers not only from 
the apex seals, but also from the chamber ends. Those chamber ends and 
apex seals make sharp corners at the end of three triangular rotor ends. 
The contact surface of apex seals and the housing is not a fixed angle. It is 
always changing plus or minus 25° to both sides of the apex seals, 
resulting in an imperfect seal in most rotary designs.  
II. The large surface area of the chambers acts as a large heat transfer area, 
extracting heat from the combustion. Good insulation for the housing and 
the rotor is necessary to reduce the waste of heat energy or cooling loss. It 
also helps to increase the thermal efficiency which measures the rate of 
fuel consumption in the engine [19]. Heat losses lower thermal efficiency 
relative to ideal theoretical thermal efficiency. By reducing cooling loss 
also helps to increase the burning speed. Increased burning speed can 
reduce the friction loss and increase the power output [26].   
III. Low output at low speeds is another disadvantage of rotary engine. Since 
output shaft rotates 3 times faster than the rotor at low speeds rotor has to 
move very slowly which makes longer compression and combustion 
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strokes, so some gas can easily leak (called gas leakage lost) and reduce 
the power output.  
Most of the disadvantages mentioned above are the focus of future improvements. 
New technology needs to be developed to make a better rotary engine. Mazda developed 
two, three, and four rotor engine designs specifically for racing car applications. The 
Mazda 26B engine [24], [18] which won the 1991 24 Hours of Le Mans race used four 
rotors as explained in Ritsuharu, S., Shimizu, T. and  Tadokoro‟s paper publised by 
Mazda Motor corp. 
Generally, high emissions of CO, HC and NOx in exhaust are a problem in both types 
of engines. Modern automobiles are required to use catalytic converters in the exhaust to 
reduce most harmful emissions. [5] There are a few reasons for high emissions in rotary 
engines. Burned gas carried into the combustion chamber during the overlap of exhaust 
and intake cycles creates emissions. The quenching effect along the large surface area of 
the chambers results in emissions. Unburned gas leakage from seals to the exhaust 
chambers is another source of emissions.       
 Basic Operation of Rotary Engine  1.4
The following is an explanation of the rotary engine strokes. Figure 1.1 shows several 
crank angles for the counter-clockwise rotor motion. Figure 1.1B side 5 shows the 
minimum volume of the rotary chamber usually called the top dead center or TDC. Then 
Figure1.1C side 7 shows the max volume during the intake, and Figure1.1A side 3 shows 
the same maximum volume during the exhaust. The term bTDC represent before the top 
dead center and aTDC represent after the top dead center. Sides 1, 4 and 7 show the 
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intake stroke and 10, 2 and 5 show the compression stroke. Finally the exhaust stroke can 
be shown as 3, 6 and 9.  
 
Figure 1-1 Basic rotary positions 
  
This single cycle four strokes of the rotary engine in Figure 1.1 above can be 
summarized as intake, compression, expansion and exhaust in that order. Generally port 
injected gasoline rotary engines send an air fuel mixture through the intake which mixes 
outside of the rotary chambers. Then the fuel air mixture compresses and using a spark 
plug right after the TDC the pressurized air-fuel mixture ignites. When using heavy fuels 
such as diesel this procedure has to be changed because of the lower ignition delay time 
[16], [12] compared to gasoline. With diesel fuel, instead of injecting outside the intake 
tube, fuel is directly injected into the working chamber [3]. The start of the compression 
stroke is a suitable place for direct injection. The spark plug can be used to control the 
combustion initiation right after the TDC just the same as with gasoline combustion. The 
expansion stroke is essentially the power stroke which is explained in the next section.          
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The gear ratio between the output shaft and rotor is 3:1 which means that when the 
rotor rotates one cycle the output shaft rotates three cycles. One cycle of the rotor 
includes a total of twelve strokes. There is a single combustion on every fourth stroke, 
therefore for one cycle of output shaft rotation there is a single combustion. One 
complete stroke is 270° in output shaft crank angles. Similarly, a four stroke 
reciprocating engine needs 180° to complete one stroke, therefore a rotary stroke is 1.5 
times longer than a reciprocating engine stroke. 
 Power Output  1.5
Combustion is the power source for both rotary and reciprocating engines, but they 
differ in the method of power transmission. The rotary engine does not have a connecting 
rod to transmit power to the crank shaft. Instead, pressure generated from the combustion 
is applied to the rotor flank and the resultant force is due to the pressure which causes the 
output shaft to rotate illustrated in the figure 1.2. The thick red arrow represents the line 
of action of the resultant force acting through the center of the rotor, causing the output 
shaft to rotate counter clockwise. [4] 
 




 Direct Injection Spark Ignition (DISI) Rotary Engines 1.6
Direct injection spark injection is the most recent successful engineering development 
of automobile history, although it is not a new idea. It is a combination of compression 
ignition (CI) and spark ignition (SI) engines. Engineers are expecting to combine the 
good sides of both engines to develop a more efficient internal combustion engine design. 
So far port fuel injected spark ignition rotary engines can be found in several automobiles 
such as Mazda RX-7, RX-8, and others. Another possible application of DISI technology 
can be identified as a DISI rotary engine which is still in the developing age. Engineers 
have considered this idea for some time, but the technology was not enough to achieve 
their goals. Presently, due to the rapid development of computer technology and field of 
controls of micro injectors, many of the formerly impossible engineering designs have 
come to life. 
1.6.1 Advantages of DISI Engines 
It is somewhat important to discuss the general advantages and disadvantages of DISI 
[3], [16], [23] engines versus regular engines. Regular engines mean port fuel injected 
(PFI) spark ignition gasoline engines and the compression ignition direct injection (CIDI) 
diesel engines. Due to high compression ratio and un-throttled operation CIDI engines 
have a better fuel economy compared to the PFI engines. When considering higher noise 
levels, low speed ranges, cold start problems and higher emission problems of the CIDI 
engines, PFI [23] spark ignition engines are much better for automobiles. The idea is to 
combine CI and SI engines and get the best performance of both types of engines in to a 
single engine which consists of higher power output like CI engines and low noise levels, 
high speeds, cleaner emissions and increased fuel economy like SI engines.     
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There are some specific advantages that cannot find in traditional engines. Using a 
computerized fuel management system allows more accurate control over fuel injection 
and spark timing, so controlled combustion can achieve a complete combustion. This will 
help to get more power from the amount of fuel supplied. Since combustion can be 
accurately controlled, fewer pollutants will be generated after the combustion. A 
homogeneous fuel air mixture is necessary to achieve these conditions. In order to 
achieve those mixture properties optimal spray patterns and other injection parameters 
from direct injectors are necessary.  
1.6.2 Operation of Direct Injection Spark Ignition Engines 
The operation of the direct injection spark ignition engine is complex. Fuel is highly 
pressurized inside the common (central) fuel rail and injected using injectors directly into 
the combustion chamber. Within a short period of time injected fuel is going to evaporate 
and mix with the air by generating a mixture cloud. This process is called charge 
stratification and engines using this technology are known as direct injection engine at 
stratified charge (DISC). Then this mixture cloud transfers in front of the spark plug and 
combustion occurs by means of accurate spark timing.     
Indirect fuel injection systems or PFI engines premix gasoline and air in a chamber 
called intake manifold which located outside the combustion chamber. Direct injection 
systems do not have intake manifolds because fuel mixing process happens inside the 
combustion chamber. Fuel is directly injected in to the combustion chamber and mix with 
air which is coming from intake within a very short period of time. This high speed 
mixing process is usually controlled by the direct injector, which has some specific 
differences with the port injectors.  
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Operating pressures of direct injectors are over 2000 psi compared to 60-100 psi 
operating pressures of port injectors. Also spray patterns are important for a direct 
injector to efficiently mix fuel within a short period of time. To get a maximum spread in 
a short amount of time; injection velocity, angle of injection, and multiple orifice 
injections are some of the common strategies used in direct injectors. In order to 
accurately operate at such a high frequency and be resistant to high pressure inside the 
combustion chambers those injectors use much higher voltage levels than regular 
injectors. Maximum voltage used in a DI injectors are around 70 V compared to 12 V in 
regular injectors. Injectors themselves have to withstand the high heat and pressure of the 
combustion inside the cylinder, so the materials used in making injectors must have those 
properties. Because of this high operating conditions and complexity to build a direct 
injection engines usually cost more money than regular engines. This can be considered 
the most significant disadvantage of direct injection engines, but with the skyrocketing 
fuel costs and increasingly strict fuel emission standards engineers have to come up with 
new ideas to develop engines.  
1.6.3 Combustion Process in Direct Injection Engine 
The highly efficient, low fuel consumption DI engines has similar combustion 
characteristics as the regular engines. The main difference is the technology used to 
control the combustion. Due to this technological advancement direct injection spark 
ignition engines can run in three different modes based on the required power output. 
Classifications of these modes are based on the air-fuel ratio or the equivalence ratio of 
the combustion mixture. Homogeneous air fuel mixtures also called as stoichiometric 
mixtures contain equivalence ratio of 1.0. Generally the mixture inside the chamber is 
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homogeneous; this provides best performance relatively when higher outputs are 
required. Rich mixtures use slightly more fuel to generate higher power outputs; also 
known as full power mode. During rapid accelerations and heavy load conditions such as 
climbing hills, carrying huge weights, this mode gets the full power output.  When the 
ratio is less than one usually call as lean mixtures. This mode delivers most economical 
fuel consumption. When light-load running conditions are needed this mode is used to 
save fuel.     
Equivalence ratio (Φ) is defined as: 
   
                        
                          
  
 
            
           
 
 
             
           
   
 1.1 
Governing combustion chemical reaction for diesel is: 
                                    
 
1.2 
Base on this chemical balance formula in order to calculate Φ; stoichiometric ratio for 
mass of fuel to mass of oxygen is equal to 0.286. 
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For the equivalence ratio plots in later chapters, the equations shown above were used as 
a custom field function to calculate the relative equivalence ratio inside the combustion 
chamber.  
 Computational Fluid Dynamics versus Rotary Simulation 1.7
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is not a new field for internal combustion 
engine analysis. The main idea of using CFD for engine simulations is to get a clearer 
picture about the flow physics inside the combustion chamber which cannot be see with 
the naked eye. In the past it took years to develop a working CFD code to run engine 
simulations. New CFD software like ANSYS and FLUENT make the engineers life 
easier and saves a lot of time and money when designing a simulation before making real 
engines. In present computer integrated CFD analysis considered as the first step before 
designing any engineering application in real world because it saves both time and money 
for the engineering industries.    
The integrated combustion equations in FLUENT can easily be used to develop 
engine simulations not just to see the flow also to calculate the power outputs and other 
basic combustion parameters such as pressure, temperatures, equivalence ratios etc. 
Rotary engine simulation present in this study has most of the capabilities as discussed 
above. The second chapter is focused on modeling and FLUENT simulation of Rotary 
engine. Main objective of this study is to use this FLUENT numerical rotary engine code 
to find optimum injection and spark parameters in order to achieve best combustion and 




 Literature Review 1.8
Before doing any analysis about the Rotary engine literature review is necessary to 
get a good background about the rotary engine studies over the past few decades. 
Available materials and publications about rotary engine studies are relatively old and 
hard to find much CFD analysis. NASA did some good computational and experimental 
analysis about rotary engines and also MAZDA has some newer publications about their 
recent developments of Rotary engine for racing car applications. Other than that most of 
the publications that can be found are at least older than two decades. So there is a 
necessity of publications of newer rotary developments for the future use. 
Abraham, J., & Bracco, F. V. (1992). 3-D Computations to Improve Combustion in a 
Stratified Charge Rotary Engine Part3: Improved Ignition Strategies. SAE Technical 
Paper Series, 920304.[1] , Abraham, J., Bracco, F., & Epstein, P. (1993). 3-D 
Computations to improve Combustion in a Stratified- Charge Rotary Engine Part4 
Modified Geometries. SAE Technical Paper Series, 930679. [2]: The main aspects of 
these technical papers are to evaluate different pocket geometries for a direct injection 
stratified charge (DISC) rotary engine using a 3-D computational model. This paper 
suggests locations and amount of fuel for main and lead injectors. This paper emphasizes 
the need for extensive computations before getting a good conclusion about the DISC 
rotary. Other aspects covered in this paper include the effect of pocket change towards 
the fuel distribution, surface heating, and improving fuel vaporization. 
Alkidas, A. C. (2007). Combustion Advancement in Gasoline Engines. Science Direct, 
2751-2761. [3]: This paper includes a critical review about modern direct injection and 
combustion improvements. Three methods of direct injection strategies (air, wall, and 
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spray guided direct injection), and three important combustion operation modes 
(stratified charge spark ignited (SCSI), homogeneous charge spark ignited (HCSI), and 
homogeneous charge compression ignited (HCCI)) were discussed in this paper. The 
review also included advancements made on DISI engines to increase fuel economy, 
improve combustion stability, reduce emissions, controlling auto ignition, and heat 
release rates. 
Benthara, A. A., & Wang, C. (2008-2009). Computational Analysis of a 2D Rotary 
Engine: Final Report. Dayton: Wright State University. [4]: This report explains some 
preliminary studies done prior to these present studies using a 2D rotary simulation. 
Modeling, meshing, simulation procedure for CFD, and calculating power outputs of the 
rotary engine simulation was explained briefly. A parametric study was done comparing 
power outputs and fuel distributions by using multiple injections and spark. A 
comparison between a NASA rotary engine results were also included. This study was 
used as the starting point of rotary engine 3D simulation discussed in this thesis report.  
Canakci, M., & Reitz, R. D. (2002). Experimental Optimization of a Direct Injection 
Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition Gasoline Engine Using Split Injection With 
Fully Automated Micro Genetic Algorithms. Int. J. Engine Res. Vol.4 No.1, 47-60. [5]:  
The main objective of this paper was to discover homogeneous charge compression 
ignition (HCCI) engine performance and emissions using double injections and inlet 
temperature variations with a fully automated experimental optimization method. A 
single diesel engine converted to a DI-G engine connected to a data acquisition system 
was used as the experimental test bench. Parameters tested during this paper include the 
intake air temperature, start of injection timing, and the split injection parameters.  
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Chouinard, E., Hamady, F., & Schock, H. (1990). Airflow Visualization and LDV 
Measurements in a Motored Rotary Engine Assembly Part2: LDV Measurements. SAE 
Technical Paper Series, 900031. [6], Hamady, F., DeFilippis, M., Stuecken, T., & 
Schock, H. (1991). Experimental Analysis of Blow by and Flow Field Interaction in a 
Motored Rotary Engine. SAE Technical Paper Series, 910893. [7], Hamady, F., Morita, 
T., Stuecken, T., Somerton, C., & Schock, H. (1991). Fuel-Air Mixing Visualization in a 
Motored Rotary Engine Assembly. SAE Technical Paper Series, 910704. [8], Hamady, 
F., Stuecken, T., & Schock, H. (1990). Airflow Visualization and LDV Measurements in 
a Motored Rotary Engine Assembly Part1: Flow Visualization. SAE Technical Paper 
Series, 900030. [9]: This is an effort to experimentally visualize air- fuel mixing in high 
speed flows in a rotary engine. Kerosene was injected through a single hole nozzle 
directly into the working volume of the rotary engine. Using laser sheet high speed 
filming strategy, the flow was visualized. Injection pressure, injection timing, and 
injection angle were studied using this experimental setup. Engine speed was 2000rpm, 
with 18mg of kerosene injected in each injection. Injection pressures were between 45-
135MPa, while 60, 45 and 30 degree injection cone angles were used when filming the 
injection. Unlike CFD studies, it is very time consuming and expensive to setup a large 
parametric study. The present study will be a help for such future experiments and create 
developments to save time and money. According to the final conclusion, spray was 
highly influenced by the injection pressure.   
Irion, C., & Mount, R. (1990-1992). Stratified Charge Rotary Engine Critical Technology 
Enablement Volume1. New Jersey: NASA [10], Irion, C., & Mount, R. (1992). Stratified 
Charge Rotary Engine Critical Technology Enablement Volume 2. New Jersey: NASA 
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[11]: This is a sequence of technological development programs done by NASA. 
Computational analysis of different pocket geometries using developed CFD code and 
analysis about high pressure common rails are some topics covered in this article.   
Jones, C. (1984). Advanced Development of Rotary Stratified Charge 750 and 1500 HP 
Military Multi - Fuel Engines at Curtiss- Wright. SAE Technical Paper Series, 
840460.[12], Jones, C. (1982). An Update of Applicable Automotive Engine Rotary 
Stratified Charge Developments. SAE Technical Paper Series, 820347. [13], Jones, C., & 
Mount, R. E. (1984). Design of a High-Performance Rotary Stratified-Charge Research 
Aircraft Engine. AIAA, 1395. [14]: Progress of stratified charged military rotary engine 
development and its capabilities are illustrated in this paper. At lean air-fuel ratios a 
significant thermal efficiency improvement was observed in the experimental study. Also 
when the rotary engine is turbocharged, a lean mixture provided much higher power 
output with good combustion. Fuel efficiency is more like a diesel engine and this engine 
has potential to use diesel and many other fuels for generating power. It also explained 
applications of rotary engines for lightweight, compact, reliable, highly mobile, and agile 
vehicles in the future 
Lee, N. H., Park, J. H., & Choi, K. H. (1998). A Spray on Fuel Spray of Spark-Ignited 
Direct Injection Engine Using Laser Image Technology. KSME International Journal 
Vol. 13 No.3, 286-293. [15]: This journal paper includes a good description about direct 
fuel injection experimental results from KIA motors. Mainly they focused on spray and 
air flow field distribution visualization strategies in a transparent cylinder. Also, this 
study includes measuring spray droplet sizes, cone angles, spray penetrations, spray 
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distribution after impingement, and other direct injection related parameters which were 
closely evaluated during this present study for setting up parameters for the injection.  
Moda, S. U. (2010). Computational modeling and Analysis of Heavy Fuel Feasibility in 
Direct injection Spark Ignition Engine. Dayton: Wright State University. [16], Moda, S. 
U., Dong, H., & Wan, H. (2011-Jan 4-7). Computational Investigation of Optiimal Fuel 
Injection in Direct Injection Engine. AIAA Aerospace Science Meeting. Orlando: AIAA. 
[17]: An ANSYS FLUENT simulation of direct injection of spark ignition reciprocating 
type engine was considered for this research. Geometrical model used for this analysis is 
similar to a Pontiac Solstice 2008 reciprocating type engine. Similar solution methods 
and combustion models used in the present research were used with gasoline to validate 
the computational simualtion. In order to convert a gasoline operated SI engine into a 
diesel engine, a parameteric study was performed using injection timing and particle size.  
Nagao, A., Ohzeki, H., & Niura, Y. (n.d.). Present Status and Future View of Rotary 
Engines. Hiroshima, Japan: Mazda Motor Corp. [18]: Several important aspects of the 
rotary engine and their existing and future development plans were discussed in this 
paper. Importance of the understanding the squish flow for the improvement of the 
combustion and effects of the flow due to the shape of the recess, lubrication, gas seals, 
combustion, and supercharging are discussed in detail.  
Nguyen, H. L. (1987). Performance and Combustion Characteristics of Direct Injection 
Stratified Charge Rotary Engine. NASA Technical Memorandum, 100134. [19]: This 
NASA technical paper evaluates effects of changes in equivalence ratio, turbocharging, 
and leakage area on performance characteristics of the 1007R turbocharged rig engine at 
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four loads at 4000rpm. The 1007R engine with displacement of 662.427cm3 was used for 
this analysis. Maximum power output of 70.78hp was observed at 44.4° crankshaft angle 
burn duration. This computer model also evaluated heat release rates and compared them 
with the experimental data.   
Raju, M., & Willis, E. (n.d.). Computational Experience with a 3-D Rotary Engine 
Combustion Model. Presented at 1990 Joint AIAA/FAA. [20], Raju, M., & Willis, E. 
(1990). Analysis of Rotary Combustion Process Based on Unsteady Three Dimensional 
Computations. AIAA, 90-0643. [21], Raju, M., & Willis, E. (1991). Three-Dimensional 
Analysis and Modeling of a Wankel Engine. SAE Technical Papers Series, 910701. [22]: 
Development of a 3D computational simulation was discussed in the above papers. 
Mainly their numerical simulations are focusing on representing characteristic flow 
fields, spray and related flow properties, fuel injection, fuel vaporization, mixing and 
expansion process, and combustion inside a rotary engine. Moreover, this computer code 
named as AGNI-3D developed for stratified charge rotary engine (SCRE) and its 
validations form a John Deere test rig are discussed in the content of these NASA 
publications.  
Richard, S. (1993). Introduction to Internal Combustion Engines Second Edition. 
Warrendale, Pennsylvania. Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc. [23]: Basic concepts 
related to internal combustion engines were discussed in this book. Most of the contents 
are related to the reciprocating type engines. Brief analysis about the combustion 
chemistry, PV diagrams, and other common internal combustion engine definitions are 
still valid for rotary engine studies. 
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Shimizu, R., Tadokoro, T., Nakanishi, T., & Funamoto, J. (1992). Mazda 4-Rotor Rotary 
Engine for Le Mans 24-Hour Endurance Race. Mazda Motor Corp, SAE Technical Paper 
Series, 920309. [24], This is a technical review about the Mazda R26B 4- rotor rotary 
engine used for Le Mans 24 hour endurance race. It includes Mazda‟s technical 
improvements of the engine using a telescopic intake manifold system, peripheral port 
injection, 3 plug ignition system, etc. The engine developed achieved high levels of 
power output, fuel efficiency, and reliability as required for these types of endurance 
races by proving applicability of rotary engines for racing applications.  
Willis, E. A., & McFadden, J. J. (1983-1991). NASA's Rotary Engine Technology 
Enablement Program. Cleveland, Ohio, NASA. [25]: This is a brief review about the 
NASA rotary program and their developments from 1983 through 1991. Major discussion 
is about the computational fluid dynamic code development and its applications. A 
discussion about several difficulties faced when simulating air flow, fuel air mixing, and 
combustion related problems can also be found. This paper identified advantages of turbo 
charging rotary engines which helped to get maximum power out of the SCRE. They 
could not reach the estimated power outputs of 120-150KW at 9600rpm due to 
limitations if the fuel injection system. 
Yamamoto, K. (1981). Rotary Engine. [26]: This work is more like a hand book of rotary 
engines which provides basic operations, definitions, and derivations about rotary 
development. Moreover, this includes information about the history of the rotary engine, 
rotary dimensions, geometry design, construction, performance, and combustion analysis. 
Some information about the two-stage diesel rotary engine made by Rolls Royce can be 
found in this publication.  
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 Motivation for the Thesis 1.9
Skyrocketing fuel prices are causing engineers think about different fuel efficient 
methods to improve combustion in internal engines and different alternatives to replace 
fossil fuel usage. Hybrid versions of electric and internal combustion engine automobiles 
have become more popular in the world these days. Different bio gases, hydrogen etc. are 
beginning to supplement fossil fuel usage in internal combustion engines.  Still internal 
combustion engines act the main role of power generating sources because those 
alternative methods are not sufficient to generate high power output in most cases. 
Meanwhile the environmental friendliness of those power sources is very important for 
the survival of those designs in the future because government regulations are much 
stricter than before. 
The idea of a DISI rotary engine is useful due to several reasons. DISI is the newest 
technology introduced to internal combustion engines to improve fuel economy and 
reduce emissions. The rotary engine has specific multi-fuel capabilities which can also 
use bio gases and other burnable gases to generate power. A well-developed DISI rotary 
engine design can potentially satisfy the future standards for the use of different industrial 
applications. More research needs to be done to achieve such goals.   
 Research Objectives 1.10
The rotary engine used in this study is smaller than the conventional automobile 
(MAZDA RX-7, RX-8) rotary engines. Continued research is needed to optimize this 
engine for future applications. There are limited reference materials and publications 
about this type of rotary engine used for the analysis. Some 2D analyses were done 
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before which provided a starting point for writing this thesis. The main research objective 
of this report is to perform a 3D CFD analysis to find the optimum fuel injection and 
spark parameters for this type of DISI rotary engine design. Multiple injections are also 
considered to optimize the power output. This thesis can be used as a starting point to set 
up experimental DISI rotary engine work bench using optimized fuel injection and spark 
parameters.  
 Thesis Outline 1.11
Modeling and meshing of the rotary engine were performed using GAMBIT meshing 
software and transferred those meshes in to FLUENT to simulate the rotary CFD 
numerical simulation. Cold flow studies were done to analyze flow characteristics inside 
the combustion chambers, inlet and exhaust processes. Then statistical analyses were 
done to identify the most sensitive parameters of a single injection and spark in a DISI 
rotary engine. Mainly five parameters were identified as important. Each and every 
parameter consists of two levels of variations. Using design of experimentation methods 
full factorial design with 32 cases was simulated and most sensitive parameters were 
identified using JMP800 software.  Again regrouped those parameters and justified the 
combustion and power outputs using flow characteristics and mixture properties. Best 
group of parameter combination were identified and further analysis were done using two 
and three different injectors to find the maximum power output. 
……………………………………..                              
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CHAPTER 2. MODELING OF ROTARY ENGINE 
This chapter is devoted to getting a general idea about Rotary modeling, geometry 
cleanup, and mesh modeling processes using GAMBIT software for the purpose of 
simulating a FLUENT computational model. In order to set up the CFD model, several 
conditions must be explained.  These include basic dimensions of the model, 
approximations done during the geometry cleanup, boundary conditions and continuum 
types, meshing techniques, dynamic mesh setup, and FLUENT user defined functions  
Most of the rotary CFD designs done in the past (Raju & Willis, Three-Dimensional 
Analysis and Modeling of a Wankel Engine, 1991) single chambers were designed and 
analyzed for the simulation. Also AGNI-3D, REC-3D-FSC-86, KIVA [20], [21], [22] are 
other codes used for running rotary simulations. The simulation present in this report 
considers all three chambers simultaneously for obtaining the best results and observing 
other important flow phenomena inside the rotary chambers. Also, if there are any 
leakages between the housing and apex seals during the early injection or when seals 
travel through the spark plug or injector holes, they can also be observed during this 
simulation. Figure 2-1 shows those two situations briefly. The model used in this report 
does not consider any injector or spark plug holes. Point properties were used to specify 
the locations of injectors and spark. This model can also run continuously for more 
cycles. It is also possible to do more analysis about the fuel residue and observe how 
much of unburned fuel transferred to the opposite chambers after the combustion.
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Figure 2.2shows fuel and carbon dioxide counters for diesel combustion and mass 
average pressure plot for three cycles.  
  
Figure 2-1Gas loss from a. Early lead injection b. When seals travel through spark plug hole 
 
 
Figure 2-2 Pressure plots and diesel, CO2 distributions for multiple cycles 
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 Rotor Geometry 2.1
Solid works CAD model (provided by Brian Nicholson form AFRL research 
laboratory) shown in Figure2.2 has most of the necessary information for designing a 
CFD 3D CAD model. For the meshing purpose, apex seals were removed and apex, 
corner, and side seal grooves were filled to get the basic shape of rotary.  By using a thin 
wall boundary, apex seals were represented Figure 2.4 in the GAMBIT mesh model. 
These boundaries help to keep the chambers sealed and prevent any fuel or air 
transferring between the chambers. Friction of the apex seals was assumed to be 
negligible in the design. Descriptive geometric analysis of the rotary can be found in 
(Yamamoto, 1981) rotary engine publication. 








Figure 2-4 Modified rotor 
Pocket geometry of the CFD model was kept the same as the CAD model. Pocket 
geometry has many advantages for the rotary engine performance. Expansion and 
compression process, turbulence inside the chamber, mixing, and combustions are highly 
influenced by the rotary pocket design. More pocket details and CFD analysis can be 
found in the paper (Abraham, Bracco, & Epstein, 3-D Computations to improve 
Combustion ina Stratified- Charge Rotary Engine Part4:Modified Geometries, 1993).  
 Housing 2.2
                
2.1 





The epitrochoid shape of the housing inner surface was constructed using 
equations 2.1 and 2.2 where e is the eccentricity and R is the rotor center-to-tip distance. 
Values for the e and R are given in Table 1 rotary characteristics. Using those e and R 
values, x and y coordinates of the housing shape can be obtained. Similar equations were 
used in the dynamic mesh user defined code explained in section 2.4. By extending this 
epitrochiod shape by the width of the real housing, a three dimensional solid housing was 
generated. Subtracting the modified rotor from the three dimensional solid housing basic 
fluid geometry representing rotary chambers was generated. It is important to use the 
exact shape of the housing in order to construct the dynamic mesh motion inside the 
FLUENT. Motion of the apex tips was constructed using the same equation which used to 
generate the housing. User defined function wrote in C language compiled inside the  
FLUENT to accurately represent predefined rotary motion in order to setup  dynamic 
mesh layering and local re-meshing techniques for the CFD simulation.  
From the CAD geometry, peripheral inlet and outlet ports were detached and 
connected to the new rotary CFD geometry.  Those ports were opened and closed by the 
apex seals of the rotor. Ports always open to a chamber or sometimes both ports open to a 
single chamber. When apex seals pass over the ports, intercommunication between two 
adjacent chambers can be seen in the cold flow studies. Complete geometry construction 





Figure 2-5 Geometry construction  
a. Real housing with inlet and exhaust ports         b. Rotor             c. Modified rotor    
d. Hosing using equation 2.1 and 2.2                        e. Final CAD model for CFD simulation 
 Rotary Engine Characteristics 2.3
Displacement (cm^3) ~200 
Generating Radius (R) (mm) 71.5 
Eccentricity(e) (mm) 11.6 
Intake Port opening 460deg 
Intake Port Closing 860deg 
Exhaust Port Opening 200deg 
Exhaust Port Closing 600deg 
Engine Speed (rpm) 8000rpm 
Minimum Volume mm^3 25153.4 
Maximum Volume mm^3 234145.0 
Geometric Compression Ratio ~10 
Table 2-1 Rotary characteristics 
a   b  c  d   e 
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Intake and exhaust opening and closing times have a great effect on the overall rotary 
performance. To get high performance, a longer open time and a greater opening area is 
required for the intake. Also, at low speeds, to get better operating performance a 
minimum possible overlap of intake and exhaust ports is required. Figure 2-6 represents 
the intake and exhaust opening, closing, and their overlapping. 
 
Figure 2-6 Exhaust and intake opening and closing and overlap  
Several boundary conditions were defined inside GAMBIT and fluid continuum type was 
assigned to the whole model.  
 
Boundary Conditions Assigned Surfaces 
Pressure inlet Inlet 
Pressure outlet Outlet 
Interface 
Outer surface of Housing 





Inlet tube & Outlet tube 
Back and front epitrochoid surfaces 
 
Table 2-2 Boundary conditions 
 
 
Figure 2-7 Boundary conditions in GAMBIT 
 Mesh Modeling Using GAMBIT. 2.4
Accuracy and the duration of the simulation to solve the combustion depend on the 
number of elements of the mesh.  The Optimum mesh size of three was obtained with the 
maximum cell skewness of 0.901 for the rotary chambers. Since a dynamic mesh was 
used in the chamber, a finer mesh with less skewed elements is required for a good 
simulation. For the stationary inlet and outlet chambers, a much coarser mesh was used to 
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reduce the computational timing. The number of elements used in different parts of the 
model is shown in table 2.3. 
 
 
Figure 2-8 Rotary mesh 
 Mesh Motion 2.5
Before starting, real FLUENT simulation mesh motion should check with the UDF 
motion profile. Simultaneously, the rotor movement mesh should update and the 
maximum element skewness should not go beyond one when updating the mesh for each 
and every time step. Several time steps were tried and 0.5 time step size came out to be 
the best time for mesh movement.   
Number of elements 115761 
Maximum Skewness 0.901531 
Element type Tetra Hybrid –T Grid 




0deg- TDC 45deg – 90aTDC 
  
90deg – 180bTDC 180deg – 180aTDC 
  
270 deg – 180bTDC 720deg –TDC 




 Numerical Methods  2.6
2.6.1 Turbulence Modeling - Realizable k- ε Model  
Realizable k- ε model is used when simulating FLUENT turbulent model. 
According to FLUENT theory guide this model contains an alternative formulation for 
the turbulent viscosity and a modified transport equation for the dissipation rate. The term 
realizable means that the model satisfies certain mathematical constraints on the 
Reynolds stresses, consistent with the physics of turbulent flows. Out of all the k-ε 
models in the FLUENT the realizable model provided the best performance during their 
validation process. Realizable k- ε model gives a more accurate prediction of the 
spreading rate of both planar and round jets than the standard k-ε model. 
When the computational domain contains both rotating and stationary fluid zones 
this model produces non-physical fluid zones because realizable k- ε model includes the 
effects of the mean rotation in the definition of the turbulent viscosity.  This can be 
identified as a limitation of this model.  
2.6.2 Combustion Model - Partially Premixed Combustion Model 
Five different types of combustion models can be found in FLUENT 12.0. 
Species transport, Non-premixed combustion model, premixed combustion model, 
partially premixed combustion model, Composition PDF transport model. Species 
transport model, involves the modeling of the mixing and transport of chemical species 
by solving the conservation equations involving convection, diffusion and reaction 
sources for each component species. Non-premixed combustion model is a model in 
which the fuel and air are not mixed before injection. They are separately injected and 
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mixed inside the combustion chamber. In the premixed combustion model, the fuel and 
air is mixed prior to injection and then this mixture is injected into the combustion 
chamber.  
In this simulation Partially-premixed combustion model used, which is a simple 
combination of the Non-premixed combustion model and premixed combustion model. 
Compared to those combustion models explained earlier only partially premixed model 
provides the option to setup both injections and sparks simultaneously. In order to setup 
DISI technology this is the most important feature for this simulation.  
The partially premixed combustion model solves a transport equation for the 
mean reaction progress variable as well as the mean mixture fraction and the mixture 
fraction variation. Mean reaction progress variable determine the position of the flame 
front. More information related to this model can be found in ANSYS FLUENT user 
guide. 
2.6.3 Solver Setting  
Following solver settings were used for this numerical simulation. [16].  
 Unsteady pressure-based PISO solver  
 Green-Gauss cell based option for gradient  
 Standard scheme for pressure, and first order upwind scheme for all other equations  
Validation cases and further explanations for diesel and gasoline combustion cases using 




CHAPTER 3. COLD FLOW STUDIES 
Rotary engines have their own flow characteristics. Using an experimental visualization it 
is not feasible to see these flow phenomena very well, But CFD is a good tool to study these 
effects closely. A well optimized CFD code can be used to study real life situations to certain 
accuracy. This chapter mainly focuses on studying flow fields in the rotary engine. A cold flow 
simulation is used for this analysis. Basic boundary conditions and initial conditions used in 
FLUENT are shown in table 1. 
Primarily turbulence generation and dissipation at different crank angles and locations of 
the rotor is deliberated in this chapter. Exhaust and intake process and turbulence dissipation 
near top dead center is explained using several flow pictures of velocity vectors and counter plots 
of turbulent kinetic energy. Injection locations for direct injection spark locations and 
geometrical improvements for the engine such as rotor pockets and inlet and outlet pipe shapes 
can be easily observed using this type of study. 
 Boundary Conditions and Initial Conditions  3.1
The following boundary conditions and initial conditions in Table 3.1 were used to setup 
the rotary simulation.  For intake, normal room temperature was used to represent the cold air 





gauge total pressure: 108418 Pa (15.72 Psi) 
turbulence method: Intensity & HD 
turbulent intensity: 0.05% 
hydraulic diameter(m): 0.0254 
total temp: 300 
exhaust: 
Pressure 113484 Pa (16.46 Psi) 
turbulence method: Intensity & HD 
turbulent intensity: 0.07% 
hydraulic diameter(m): 0.0254 
total temp: 810 
Wall 
Back wall 560K 
Front wall 560K 
Inlet wall 350K 
Outlet wall 750K 
Rotor 588K 
initialization Gauge Pressure 101325 
 temperature 360 




During cold flow simulation, the main focus is to identify characteristic flow patterns 
in the rotary engine. Velocity vectors colored by velocity magnitude and counters of 
turbulent kinetic energy were observed at some important locations of rotary motion.  
Velocity vectors were shown using 2D planes and 3D volumes while counter plots of 
turbulent kinetic energies were shown using 2D mid plane and rotor surface of the 
engine.  
 Intake and Exhaust Flow Characteristics 3.2
3.2.1 Intake and Exhaust Process at Top Dead Center (360deg) 
Strong air flow into the chamber and residual exit from the exhaust is shown at TDC in 
Figure 1. Because of the compression and sudden expansion process, the outlet air 
velocity is much higher compared to intake at this crank angle.  
3.2.2 Exhaust Process at the Opening of Outlet. 
High pressure exhaust process is clear in the Figure 4.2 at the beginning of exhaust 
opening. Unlike piston value engines, the exhaust process occurs without much effort. 
Gradual volume reduction is suitable for emptying the residual gases during the exhaust 
cycle. Figure 4.3 shows the middle of the exhaust process. Still, intake air velocity is 
lower compared to the exhaust velocity. Both the turbulent kinetic energy plot and 




Figure 3-1 Turbulence & velocity magnitude at 360 deg crank angle 
  
Figure 3-2 Exhaust flow characteristics 
  




3.2.3 Simultaneous Opening of Both Exhaust and Intake at 180deg 
Figure 4.4 characterizes the end of the exhaust process and the start of the intake process. 
Gradually exhaust velocity dies out and intake velocity increases. Figure 4.5 shows 
middle of the intake process using both velocity magnitude plots. M.S Raju NASA CFD 
studies and rotary engine technical book written by Yamamoto[26] shows similar studies 
about the peripheral intake and exhaust characteristics. 
 
  
Figure 3-5 Middle of the intake process 
 
  
Figure 3-4 Exhaust turbulence dies out while intake starts 
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3.2.4 Swirling and Increased Turbulence near The Intake Closing 
Because of the pocket geometry and the means of the straight intake pipe location, 
developing swirls can be seen in the next couple of steps. Turbulence also maximizes 
when it is close to the end of intake progression.  
  
  
Figure 3-6 Intake air recirculation 
Air recirculation region at intake closing is clear in Figure 4.6.  There are some major 
difficulties that prevent taking the advantage of the turbulence during the heavy fuel 
direct injection. Mainly the short ignition delay time of diesel fuel can show as a reason. 
It is early for diesel fuel to inject during this location of the rotor and possibly fuel will 
auto ignite because of the limited auto ignition time of the diesel fuel. In Sunil Udaya‟s 
[16] thesis report more discussion can be found about diesel fuel auto ignition and 
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ignition delay times. Still more validations are needed to prove the detonation model in 
the FLUENT code for rotary engine studies. In Sunil‟s explanation   180 bTDC start of 
injection is considered by looking at the flow inside the rotary chamber. During the 
optimization studies in this report early injection and delayed injection are analyzed using 
several simulations.  
 Turbulence Close to the Top Dead Center 3.3
Figure 3-7 shows some crank steps close to the TDC in order to explain flow 
characteristics near the compression stroke. At the TDC, the combustion chamber can be 
divided into two parts, the leading side and the trailing side. At the end of the 
compression stroke the trailing side starts compressing while leading side starts 
expanding. Eventually this will generate a strong squish flow from the trailing side to the 
leading side. This trend can be verified in Figure 4.7. Meanwhile turbulence dies out and 
flow vectors slowly direct towards the direction of the rotor motion.   Less turbulence is a 
disadvantage for the fuel charge improvement during the short period of direct injection 
as explained in the later part of the optimum injection analysis. But this strong squish 
flow can raise the burning speed during the combustion.  
In a CFD simulation, flow visualization is one of the main aspects as we 
discussed in this section. Some unique flow characteristics observed inside the rotary 
engine are discussed in the context. It is impossible to analyze these characteristics using 
just an experimental engine study, especially at this high speed of rotary motion. CFD 
makes automobile engineers lives easier and based on these studies many improvements 
can be done to the basic rotary model in order to make it more efficient for future 
applications. As an example, inlet and exhaust studies can be used to develop the air  
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Turbulent Kinetic Energy (k) m2/s2 Velocity Vectors Colored by Velocity Magnitude(m/s) 
                  
60bTDC 60bTDC 
                  
30bTDC 30bTDC 
                  
TDC TDC 
Figure 3-7 Turbulence dissipation close to the TDC 
charge during the intake and exhaust cycles. Also rotary pocket geometry can be 
analyzed more closely. For direct injection, injector and spark locations can be somewhat 
estimated using these studies too.     
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CHAPTER 4. OPTIMUM INJECTION AND SPARK 
STUDIES 
 This chapter mainly focused on parametric studies using design of experiment 
methods and analyzes the sensitivity of the variables. Rotary engine has a large design 
space. So it is hard to control all those variables simultaneously. Initially parameters that 
affect the direct injection spark ignition combustion for a given geometry were identified. 
Then out of those parameters, few most important parameters were picked for designing a 
full factorial experiment. Five parameters related to injection and spark was considered 
and total of 32 cases were simulated for the full factorial sensitivity study. Maximum 
pressures and temperatures were used to analyze the sensitivity.  
 Sensitivity of individual parameters and combination of parameters were studied 
inside the JMP800. 32 cases were divided in to more groups after analyzing the first set 
of cases. Again each and every group further discussed to understand the flow 
phenomena and mixing properties of the best combustion.       
 Important Parameters for the Direct Injection Combustion 4.1
 Since geometry is fixed from the given engine CAD model, for fixed boundary 
conditions, parameters related to the best direct injection spark ignition combustion can 
be identified as follow.  
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4.1.1 Spark Parameters 
4.1.2 Main Injection Parameters 
4.1.3 Second or Third Injection Parameters 
These parameters directly affect the controlled combustion of a DISI engine. 
Several variations or levels for each and every parameter were identified based on the 
past experience and literature reviews.  
4.1.1 Spark Parameters 
In a DISI engine combustion is controlled by the spark timing. Rotary engine 
can be recognized as a CI type engine but the compression ratio which is around 10:1 is 
not enough for heavy fuel auto ignition.  Unlike CI type engines in DISI engines auto 
ignition characteristics of the fuel are not use to control the combustion. During the 
compression process a spark is used to initiate the combustion. By using a spark plug, 
similar to other SI type direct injection engines combustion timing can be controlled very 
accurately. A single spark plug was considered during the present simulation.  
 Inside the FLUENT fixed spark size with sphere shape were used to set up spark 
point parameters. In real engines high voltage is used to generate a spark. This is quicker 
than the main combustion in the engine. Also the energy from the spark is much less than 
the chemical energy release from the operating fuel. Accurate timing, location, and 
direction of both injection and spark will decide how much fuel to combust and how 
much power to output. Due to turbulence and some other flow characteristics inside the 
rotating combustion chamber it is not possible to predict the exact timing for a good 
combustion. A parametric study with several experiments is important for getting a good 
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understanding about the flow and combustions. Simply homogeneous mixture will 
provide the best combustion and best power output, and richer mixtures will combust fuel 
until it run out of oxygen. Spark energy specified in the FLUENT is just to initialize the 
combustion. 0.1 J was used as the spark energy.  In the transient, partially premixed 
solver spark model is setup to solve the chemical reactions. By keeping all the variables 
constant spark timing and spark location are considered for the optimum injection 
analysis. More analysis of spark plugs are illustrated in Nagao [18], Willis [25] and 
Shimizu [24] publications.  
4.1.2 Main Injection Parameters 
 Injection is the other important parameter needed to be optimized for a better 
combustion. There are many parameters involved in the injection. By using the solstice 
injector most of the basic parameters were fixed. In Table 4.1 experimental injection 
droplet sizes were found from the MALVERN 2600 particle analyzer and injection 
parameters were found from the experimental setup. Electrical circuit is designed to pulse 
the injector in order to analyze particle droplet sizes and injection cone angle.  
 From injector Particle analysis experimental setup 
Supply Pressure ( Fuel Rail) 1500psi 
Initial voltage 70V 
Duration 0.7ms 
Frequency 100Hz 
Holding voltage 8V 
From Injector Response Testing Spread sheet 
Fuel Pressure(psig) ~1440 
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Hold Voltage 8.5 
Frequency 80 
Hold Pulse Length(ms) 3 
Volume (mL) 180 
Time(s) 20.71 
Flow Rate g/s 6.257846 
closing delay 2.1359 
Open Time (ms) 5.2664 
Open Fraction 0.421312 
Flow rate while open 14.85324 
 
The Solstice injector spray was analyzed by the MALVERN 2600 particle analyzer 
Sauter Mean Diameters: 
1" 12.0 micron 
2" 15.2 micron 
3" 18.3 micron 
4" 22.6 micron 
5" 25.0 micron 
 
Table 4-1 Experimental injection variables and droplet sizes 
Table 4.2 shown below is the injector parameters used for the FLUENT injection 
setup. Three variables were considered related to the injection for the optimization 
purpose while keeping other injection variables fixed.   
I. Injector location  
II. Injection timing  




Injection Parameters Used in Fluent 
Injection Type solid cone 
Particle streams 15 
Particle type Droplet 
Material  Diesel-liquid 
Evaporating species C10h22 
Diameter distribution rosin-rammler 
Parameters Related to Solstice Injector (Main Injector)  
Temperature 300K 
Flow rate 0.002kg/s 
Cone angle 8deg 
velocity magnitude 60m/s 
Radius 0.000432m 
min diameter: 1.00E-05 
max diameter: 3.00E-05 
mean diameter: 2.00E-05 
spread: 5 
Number of Dia: 10 
Number of plumes( similar setup ) 6 
 
Table 4-2 FLUENT injection parameters 
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When setting up injection inside the FLUENT the solid cone injection type was 
used. To represent 6 plumes as the Solstice injector, 6 different single plume injections 
were setup. A discussion about this multiple plume injection can be found in Moda‟s [16] 
thesis report).  Following Table 4-2 is for a single plume of injection. In FLUENT 
“Droplet” particle type is a liquid droplet in a continuous-phase gas flow which can be 
activated in the partially premixed model. 
Rosin Rammler distribution is assumed for the atomizer injection when particles 
inject from the injection location. This method accurately describes the distribution by 
randomly sampling diameters of the particles for each instance where new particles are 
introduced into the domain. Rosin Rammler distribution or the diameter distribution 
function can be written as follow. 
         
 
 
   
 4.1 
Where Y is the mass fraction smaller than a given diameter D, đ is the Rosin-Rammler 
diameter and n is the Rosin-Rammler exponent. 
Injector location is the xyz coordinates of the origin of the spray cone. Two positions 
were identified for the sensitivity studies as shown in blue lines in Figure 4.1a. Diameters 
were specified related to the diameters of the particles in the stream. Under point 
properties Min Diameter is the smallest diameter to be considered in the size distribution 
and max is the largest diameter. Mean diameter is the size parameter „đ‟. In the Rosin 
Rammler equation spread parameter is the exponential parameter „n‟ and number of 
diameters represent the number of different particle diameters in the stream.  Sauter Mean 
Diameters from particle analyzer were used when deciding these mean diameter values.  
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Temperature of the stream is setup as 300k in the temperature field. Axis field in 
the injection setup specify the orientation of the cone‟s axis. Injection point assumed as 
the origin of the axis and according to the spray direction; x, y and z axis fields can be 
filled. For the sensitivity studies two different injection orientations were considered; to 
the flow and with the flow. To the flow orientation axis is calculated by drawing a 
tangent line to the housing surface and measuring 50 degrees from the line to the upward 
direction. Similarly with flow orientation is calculated 50 degrees downward direction 





Figure 4-1 a.Red lines show the spark location and blue lines represent the main injector location 
 b. Orientation to the flow and with the flow 
 From experimental results mean velocity is calculated to be 60m/s. Time history 
of the injection shown in Figure 4.2 used to calculate the velocity of the injection. Fuel 
rail pressure cannot be used to specify the injection speed in the FLUENT. Instead fluent 
uses velocity of the spray to specify injection speed. Cone angle is the half angle of the 
solid cone. Radius of a plume used to specify the size of the injection outlet. Then 
To the 
With the flow 
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particles will be distributed about the axis with the specified radius to replicate the real 
injection. 
   
Figure 4-2 Time history of solstice injection form high speed camera images 
 
Figure 4-3 taken from FLUENT user manual illustrates the most of the parameters 
related to the geometrical setup of the injection. Mass Flow rate for the streams in the 
spray is calculated using total amount of fuel and duration of the spray, then dividing it 
by 6 to find flow rate per one plume 
 
Figure 4-3 Cone half angle theta, r radius, origin and axis for the spray orientation 
GAMBIT 3d modeling software is used to get the injector location and injector 




Side view of Each Orifice Spray Angle Gambit geometry  
Figure 4-4 Injector orientation from GAMBIT 
For the six plume injection, 6 separate injections were setup using different plume 
orientations in x y z coordinates. Following table shows the individual directions for each 
and every plume for an injector oriented 50deg to the flow.   
 X Y Z 
Main 1(white) -45.1455 60.7995 30.4082 
Main 2(pink) -33.8600 74.2484 0.0000 
Main 3(red) -67.7150 33.9019 30.4082 
Main 4(blue) -79.0003 20.4530 0.0000 
Main 5(yellow) -67.7150 33.9019 -30.4082 
Main 6(green) -45.1455 60.7995 -30.4082 
 
Table 4-3 Injection plume direction from GAMBIT 
Injection patterns observed from FLUENT are shown below in Figure 4.5. 
Characteristics of direct injection spray patterns are discussed in (Lee, Park, & Choi, 
1998) publication. Dispersion and penetration of the spray is somewhat clear in these 
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pictures. Because of the six plume injection, spray penetration is short while dispersion is 
getting wider. This trend helped to mix fuel in the small chamber space with reduced wall 
wetting. Blue color at the end of the spray clarifies that fuel vapor concentration is very 
less when it is close to the rotor pockets which means lesser wall wetting.   
  
  
Figure 4-5 Injector pattern for 6 plume injection 
Air guided direct injection technology is used in this rotary injection design. 
Different direct injection strategies can be find in (Alkidas, 2007) publication. Fluent can 
also use to design wall guided direct injection technologies. For this type of rotary design 
it may not be successful to use a wall guided injection because pockets were not created 
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to redirect spray. By optimizing the pocket shape it may be possible to direct impinged 
spray towards the spark plug and also create a well-controlled stratification to produce 
even extremely lean mixtures like solstice direct injection engine illustrated in (Moda S. 
U., 2010) thesis report. CFD can use as a good optimization tool for this type of process. 
In this study main focus is to optimize air guided injection strategy only.  
4.1.3 Second or Third Injector 
Main focus after the single injector analysis is to use multiple injectors to improve the 
rotary combustion. Same injection parameters will apply as shown in the main injector 
analysis. Three plumes of injection will use to represent the second injector. Pilot and 
lead injectors are the common names use for the second injector. Usually pilot injector 
located close to the spark plug. There are some main aspects of using a pilot injector. 
More common feature is for the clod start; get more fuel in to the chamber. Lead injector 
is used to fill the leading edge fuel gap which cannot fill using main injection. By using a 
second or third injector; duration of the combustion can be increased. By increasing the 
combustion duration power output can be improved. Chapter 5 will cover more analysis 
about the multi injections.   
 Sensitivity Studies Using Full Factorial Design 4.2
Sensitivity studies base on statistical approach can use to get a good idea about 
the parameters that involved in the design criteria. Especially when too many parameters 
are involved in the study two basic methods can specify to perform the studies. They are 
full factorial and fractional factorial sensitivity studies. As an example if 10 parameters 
are present in the study and each and every parameter has 3 variations then using full 
factorial design , 3
10
 cases = 59049 cases should be formulated to do a full sensitivity 
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study. This is infeasible, so number of parameters should decrease or fractional factorial 
design should be considered. 
Factional Factorial design usually follows a very random method. If many 
simulations are needed to do the design, fractional factorial design method will randomly 
pick less number of cases depending on different theories and number of parameters. In 
this case JMP statistical analysis software can use to design randomly picked cases. It 
follows different theories which already built inside in order to setup the fractional 
factorial designs. For previous 10 parameter, 3 level study, according to JMP only 27 
cases needed to simulate the first cases. The theorem used inside JMP is called 
“Taguchi”.  After inserting results in to JMP, it will output which parameter or 
combination of parameters are most sensitive. Purely statistical methods are used to do 
those analyses. Depending on those results user can decide to do more parametric studies 
until he finds the optimal design.  
There are many parameters involved in rotary engine which needed to be 
optimized in order to find the optimal power generation. The following studies involved 
ten parameters as shown in Table 4-4. Those parameters are directly related to the 
combustion process. Parameters involved in geometry or rotor shape were not included in 
this study. Instead of considering all the related parameters together the most important 
five parameters were picked by fixing other parameters in the study (Table 4-5). Also two 
variations were considered for the five parameters. Since numbers of parameters are 
relatively small full factorial design can be used to design the sensitivity studies. Total 
number of simulations came out to be 2
5
 = 32.  Depending on the results of the first 32 





Spark position(deg)  
2 Spark start angle  
3 Number of sparks   
4 
Main injector parameters 
injector location(φ)  
5 inj orientation(ø)  
6 start angle(deg)  
7 stop angle(duration)  
8 
Second injector parameters 
injector location(φ)  
9 inj orientation(ø)  
10 start angle(deg)  
11 stop angle(duration)  
 
Table 4-4 Total number of parameters involved in the studies 
Full Factorial Design for five parameter studies with two levels of variations 
# Parameter Level 1 Level 2 
1 Spark position(deg) 0 10 
2 Spark start angle 0bTDC 10bTDC 
3 injector location(φ) -15 -30 
4 inj orientation(ø) in to  with 
5 start angle(CA deg) 180bTDC 90bTDC 
 




 Results and Discussion 4.3
Table 4-6 shows mass average pressure and mass average temperature outputs 
obtained for 32 simulations. Outputs were plotted using FLUENT monitor results tab. 
Mass averages usually calculate by integrating the scalar times the mass divided by the 
total mass over the region. Since some places in the simulation can possibly have low 
pressure regions area averages did not consider when taking the outputs. 
 
              ∫




JMP800 software was used to analyze the data to get an idea about the sensitivity. 
DOE screening design for 5 parameters with 2 levels were selected to construct the 32 
cases. This analysis includes full factorial design with full resolution by considering all 
the variations of the picked parameters.  Simple linear assumption was made when 
following the JMP800 statistical model. From the residual plots shown in Figure 4-6 and 
Figure 4-7 linear assumption can be verified. Sensitivity and half normal plots obtained 
from JMP are shown also in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7. As illustrated in the half normal 
plot some parameters are deviated from the line shown in the middle of the plot. These 












Residual By Predicted Plot 
 
Half Normal Plot 
 
 
Figure 4-6 Residual by predicted plot 
 
Table 4-7 Sensitivity studies for mass average pressure from JMP 800 
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Residual By Predicted Plot
 




Figure 4-7 Residual and half-normal plot for mass average temperature 
 




 From both plots it can be identified that parameter X4, X3 and X5 as the most 
sensitive factors for the combustion, which are injector orientation , injector location and 
injector timing. According to JMP800, spark location or spark timing is less sensitive 
compared to the injection. Injection directly affects the fuel distribution. So the best fuel 
distribution output the best results. This can be verified from further analysis using three 
injection parameters. Results were again divided into eight groups considering X4, X3 
and X5 as shown in Table 4-9. 
 Depending on the output pressures and temperatures; if in most of the cases in a 
group, maximum pressure is greater than 3.5 MPa combustion is considered good and if 
it is between 3.7 and 3.5 MPa , normal ; if it is between 3.5 and 3.0MPa, weak and if it is 
less than 3.0MPa no combustion.  Similarly, temperatures have the same trend. For a 
good combustion temperature is greater than 1050K, and for normal combustion it is 
between 1050-1000K, weak combustion it is between 1000-800, and for no combustion it 








Cases Combs: Observations 
A -15 to 180 1,9,17,25 Normal 
Homogeneous distribution, 
more fuel on the leading 
edge. Further analysis 
required using a second 
injector. 
B -15 to 90 2,10,18,26 No Delayed injection caused a 
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weak fuel air mixture. 
C -15 with 180 3,11,19,27 No 
No fuel in the spark location. 
All the fuel concentrated to 
the far leading edge. 
D -15 with 90 4,12,20,28 No 
Delayed injection caused a 
weak fuel air mixture. 
E -30 to 180 5,13,21,29 Good 
Homogeneous distribution, 
more fuel in the middle of 
the chamber. Further 
analysis required using a 
second injector. 
F -30 to 90 6,14,22,30 Normal 
Concentrated fuel in the 
trailing edge. Delayed 
injection caused a weak fuel 
air mixture and incomplete 
combustion. 
G -30 with 180 7,15,23,31 Weak 
Concentrated fuel in the far 
leading edge, Incomplete 
combustion. 
H -30 with 90 8,16,24,32 No 
Delayed injection caused a 
weak fuel air mixture. 
 




4.3.1 Good Combustion Cases 
Group E has the optimum combustion out all the groups. More illustration can be 
done using different counter plots. Fuel distribution using equivalence ratio and CO2 
distributions after the combustion are shown in Figure 4-8. More fuel is concentrated 
towards the mid recess. Since equivalence ratio is close to 1 homogeneous mixture 
properties can be seen before the combustion. Amount of droplets left in the chamber is 
negligible. Mixture properties are appropriate for a good combustion. CO2 distribution 
shows the flame propagation in the chamber during the combustion.    
  
 
Figure 4-8  Phi, remaining particles and CO2 counter plots for group E 
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Completeness of the combustion can be seen using relative diesel consumption and CO2 
generation plot in Figure4-9. Leftover fuel amount is almost zero according the plot.  
  
Figure4-9 Diesel consumption and CO2 generation, mass average equivalence ratio 
Figure 4-10, mass average pressure shows the optimized combustion due to 
homogeneous fuel distribution. Peak pressure is over 3.7MPa in all the cases.  Similarly 
temperatures are over 1050K. 
  
Figure 4-10 Mass average pressure and temperature plots 
Power output for all the cases can be used to identify the optimum set of parameters out 
of 4 cases in group E. (Table 4.10). The power was calculated from FLUENT moment 
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plot around the z axis (see Figure 1.2). Momentum history for case 21 is shown in Figure 
4-11 .   
Spark Location Spark Timing Case # Power output from first stroke four strokes 
TDC 1 5 30.59 
TDC 350 13 25.89 
-10 1 21 30.94 
-10 350 29 26.47 
Table 4-10  Power outputs for group E 
 
 
Figure 4-11 Momentum history for case21 
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Case 21 has the highest power output out of all the cases in the studies. Difference 
between spark timing and power outputs has a relationship according to the pressure and 
power plots shown below in Figure 4-12 Pressure and power plots for group E for all four 
cases. 
  
Figure 4-12 Pressure and power plots for group E 
So -10 degrees spark location and TDC spark timing gives much higher output as shown 
in figures.  
4.3.2 Normal and Weak Combustion Cases 
Groups A and F have less pressure and temperature outputs compared to Group E. 
When comparing fuel distributions, group E has much better mixture properties. In group 
E, Fuel is distributed over a large area than groups A and F. Equivalence ratios are close 
to one at the spark position in Group E, but group A has equivalence ratio greater than 
one and group F has less than one close the spark location. Group G has weak 
combustion due to unbalanced fuel distribution. More fuel is concentrated toward the 
leading edge and the equivalence ratio is greater than 1.  Figure 4-13 illustrates the 
equivalence ratios at the TDC in groups A, F and G.  
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 Similarly CO2 plots in Figure 4-14 shows the flame propagations for normal and 
weak combustions. It is not distributed throughout the chamber like group E. Comparing 
fuel and CO2 plots in Figure 4-15 incomplete combustions can be illustrated. Unlike 
group E there are some leftover fuels after the combustion. Group F mass fraction of fuel 
did not come back to zero as soon as the first peak is achieved.  
Group A-Normal Group F-Normal 
  
Group G-Weak  
 
Figure 4-13 Phi for group A,F and G 
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It is much clear in Group G because of the step right after the fuel peak. Amount of 
leftover fuel is much higher in this group compared to other Group A, E and F.  Mainly 
those groups did not achieve a homogeneous mixture to complete the combustion.  
Pressure and temperature plots in Figure 4 16 illustrate lower values compared to the 
good combustion characteristics used in sensitivity studies. 
Group A-Normal Group F-Normal 
  
Group G- Weak 
 
Figure 4-14 CO2 plots for groups A,F and G 
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Group A-Normal Group F-Normal 
  
Group G- Weak 
 
Figure 4-15 Average fuel and CO2 plots for groups A,F and G 
  




4.3.3 Cases without the Combustion 
Two reasons can be shown for not having combustion for groups B, C, D and E. 
Group C, due to early injection more fuel is concentrated towards the leading edge.  
Spark location is too far from the concentrated fuel position. Combustion did not initiate 
because of this reason. Figure 4-17 illustrates fuel concentration near spark timing. 
 
Figure 4-17 Fuel distribution group C 
In groups B, D and H due to delayed injection mixture properties were not sufficient to 
combustion propagation. Amount of liquid particles left before the spark timing is high 
compared to a good combustion case. Air-fuel mixture properties are not sufficient for 






























 Discussion and Conclusions for the Next Case Studies 4.4
4.4.1 Injection Orientation 
From the first case run some important results were obtained for the future 
simulations. When considering main 5 parameters, injection orientation has the most 
sensitivity from the statistical analysis. It is important to discover more about the injector 
orientation from fluid dynamics aspect. 
To the Flow   With the flow 
    
90bTDC 90bTDC 
    
75bTDC 90bTDC 
Figure 4-20 Comparison to the flow and with the flow using velocity vectors colored by phi 
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 From Figure 4-20 comparison of „to the flow‟ and „with the flow‟ illustrates the 
air fuel mixing process. Also turbulent kinetic energy contours can be used to get much 
clear idea about the generated turbulence. When rotor is close to the TDC turbulence of 
the flow decreases and the flow becomes uniform. Cold flow studies in chapter 3 
analyzed more about these flow characteristics. By injecting fuel towards the flow small 
turbulence region can be generated in the flow field. It helps to mix air and fuel in the 
chamber by increasing fuel vaporizing process. From the cases ran so far best 
combustions were observed in „to the flow‟ simulations (Group A and E).  
4.4.2 Injection Timing 
From studied two levels for injection timings, over all 90bTDC start of injection 
didn‟t provide successful results. More analyses needs to be done to find the optimum 
injection timing. Few more simulations were done to find the critical injection timing for 
the optimum combustion. From group E case 21 conditions were used since it gave the 
highest power output while changing injection timings.  
Start of injection Horse power output 
bTDC Crank angle 
200 160 29.490922 
180 180 30.94 
160 200 33.418292 
120 220 31.541531 
100 240 31.9213 
90 260 29.9  





Figure 4-21 Power output for different start of injections 
From Figure 4-21 critical injection timing is close to 160 bTDC.  Compared to 
previous analyses about fuel distributions, 160bTDC start of injection gave a much better 























startin crank angle 






Figure 4-22 Mass average pressure, temperature, fuel and CO2 plots for 160 bTDC start of injection 
Figure 4-22 illustrates general outputs for the simulation. High pressures, temperatures 
are observed similar to good combustion cases. CO2 plot shows the completeness of the 
combustion.  
4.4.3 Injection Location 
Few angles were further analyzed to find the critical angle for the injection 
location. 30 degrees of angle gave the maximum horse power output which is same 
injection location used for the sensitivity studies. 
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Table 4-12 Injection angle vs. horse power output 
 
Figure 4-23 Injection angle vs. horse power output 
 
Two cases were picked from the sensitivity studies for further analyses. First case is 
160bTDC start of injection which output the maximum horse power. Next simulation is 





















location (deg)  
injetion location vs. horse power output 
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CHAPTER 5. MULTIPLE INJECTION STUDIES 
From the previous chapter about single injector studies few cases were identified as 
optimum combustions. This chapter includes further studies using two and three 
injectors.  Sensitivity of the lead injector (second injector) studied in section 5.1. Few 
variations of second injector parameters are included in the sensitivity studies. 
 Second Injector Analysis 5.1
.  Injection parameters and their variations for the second injector are shown in the  
Table 5.1 
Main injector start timing 160bTDC , 180bTDC 
Second injector locations 10deg , 20deg , 30deg 
Amount of fuel for the second injector 4.25mg, 4.5mg, 4.75mg 
Start of injection of the second injector 290deg, 300deg, 310deg  
Number of plumes for the second injector 3, 6 
Injection rotation for 3 plume injection Rot1, Rot2 
 
Table 5-1 Second injector parameters and variations 
 
 From the optimum injection studies parameters related to the spark and main 




Main injection amount 25mg 
Orientations for both injectors 50deg to the flow 
Spark location -10deg 
Spark timing 0 bTDC 
 
Table 5-2 Fixed parameters for the main injector 










 Three possible locations for the second injector are planning to analyze in this 
section. As shown in Figure 5-1, injectors are located close to the leading edge. Main 
purposes of those lead injectors are to fill the empty fuel space of the leading edge to 
increase the power output.  Results obtained for different cases are summarized in Table 
5-3. 180deg start for the main injection, three plumes with rotation 1 (discussed in the 
next section) and 50 bTDC start of injection for the second injector are fixed conditions 
for these simulations. 
2nd injector location 2nd inj: amount(mg) Horse power output 
10 4.25 33.6323 
20 4.25 33.04413 
30 4.25 34.3717 
10 4.5 34.15994 
20 4.5 34.21881 
30 4.5 34.54961 
10 4.75 34.03182 
20 7.75 34.0885 
30 4.75 34.68792 
Table 5-3 2nd injector location and amount of injection vs. horse power 
 






Figure 5-3 Fuel distributions for different second injector locations with 4.5mg amount of injection 
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 For 30deg second injector location power output is slightly higher than other 
angles. But the amount of unburned fuel is slightly higher in 30deg simulation. Due to 
less space close to the leading edge, air fuel mixing at 30deg fuel injection is less 
efficient than 10 deg.   
5.1.2 Second Injector Orientation Using 3 Plumes of Injection 
 3 plumes can be rotated in to two different ways. It is somewhat important to 





Rot 1 Rot 2 
Figure 5-4 Two possible rotations for the second injector 
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2nd injector location 2nd injector rotation Horse power output 
10 rot1 34.15994 
20 rot1 34.21881 
30 rot1 34.54961 
10 rot2 34.08533 
20 rot2 34.24736 
30 rot2 34.425 
Table 5-4 Horse power outputs for different rotations at different locations 
 
Figure 5-5 2nd injector rotation 
Differences of the horse power for two different rotations are relatively small. Rotation 1 
is slightly better than rotation 2 according to Figure 5-5. 
5.1.3 Different Number of Plumes for the Second Injector 
 Number of plumes can possibly have some effect on the combustion. Evaluations 
for number of plumes are shown in Figure 5-6 and Table 5-5. Three plumes are slightly 
efficient when compared to six plumes for a fixed amount of fuel injection. 3 plumes take 
more time to inject and also it has more time to mix with the air, so vaporization is faster 
compared to six plume injections. Amount of unburned fuel is slightly higher in six 
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plume injection. Due to those reasons horse power output is slightly low in six plume 
injection.   
 
Table 5-5 Number of plumes for the second injector 
3 plumes 6 plumes 
  
  
Figure 5-6 Number of plumes comparison using fuel distributions 
 
2nd injector location 2nd injector number of plumes Horse power output 
10 3 34.15994 
10 6 34.00087 
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5.1.4 Different Injection Starting Times for the Second Injector 
. 
2nd injector location 2nd injector starting time Horse power output 
30 290 30.53517 
30 300 34.5678 
30 310 34.54961 
 
Table 5-6 Different second injector start timing 
 
 
Figure 5-7 2nd injector start timing 
 
Due to early injection small amount of fuel is leaked into the opposite chamber in 
290degrees start of injection simulation. Figure 5-8 shows the leaked fuel in the opposite 




Figure 5-8 Fuel leakage due to early injection 
5.1.5 Main Injections Start Timing and Second Injector Locations. 
180bTDC and 160bTDC optimum main injection locations were used while 
changing locations of the leading edge injector. 4.5mg of fuel were used for the leading 
injection amount.  
2nd injector location main injector start (bTDC) Horse power output 
10 180 34.15994 
20 180 34.21881 
30 180 34.54961 
10 160 36.48258 
20 160 36.48258 
30 160 36.69271 
 
Table 5-7 Main injector start timing 
 Form table 5.7 optimum power output for the lead injector came out to be 36 for 
160 bTDC start of main injection. Appropriate fuel distributions for optimal combustions 












Figure 5-10 Lead injector fuel distributions for 160 bTDC start of main injection 
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 From the dual injection studies it can be concluded the high performance of the 
rotary engine due to complete combustions and higher power outputs. Compared to 
single injection analysis lead injector is necessary to fill the leading edge empty fuel gap.  
Due to homogeneous fuel mixture throughout the combustion chamber higher power 
outputs could be observed compared to optimum single fuel injections.  
 Third Injector Studies  5.2
  Main focus of this section is to incorporate third injector to the rotary engine. 
Possible locations for third injector can be identified from second injector analyses.. 
There are several impossibilities of using a third injector in this type of smaller rotary 
engine. Space between injectors and spark plug can be mentioned as the major issue.   
 From dual injector studies 10deg of injector location and 20deg of injection 
location have similar horse power outputs.  30 degrees location is picked for the third 
injector by keeping 10 degrees as the second injector location. There are reasonable gap 
between 10 and 30 degree locations. Following analyses is based on those two locations 
while keeping main injector location fixed as -30 degrees.  
Case 
# 









power Amount (mg) Start of Injection 
1 25 180bTDC 4.25 4.5 34.833 
2 25 180bTDC 4.5 4.5 34.966 
3 25 180bTDC 4.5 4.75 35.366 
4 25 160bTDC 4.5 4.75 37.594 
Table 5-8 Summary of 3 injector studies 
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From Table 5-8 case # 4 has the highest horsepower output. Total amount of fuel from 
three injectors made a rich fuel mixture inside the chamber. From average equivalence 
ratio plots and diesel and CO2 generation plots some leftover fuel can be observed after 
the combustion. This type of fuel injection is ideal for heavy load conditions for the 
engine. But this is not fuel efficient combustion compared to optimum single and dual 
injections.  
  
Figure 5-11 Phi and CO2 plots for 3 injection studies 
  
Figure 5-12 Fuel consumption, CO2 generation and average phi in the chamber 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS 
Main objective of this computational analysis is to optimize fuel injectors and 
spark locations to discover the optimum power output for DISI rotary engine. 
Observed design space for the analysis were included more than 10 parameters. 
Mainly five parameters were chosen and statistical approach was used to identify the 
most important parameters for the single injection spark ignition rotary engine 
simulation. Based on single injection results, for the second injector; locations, 
amount of fuel, number of plumes and plume orientations were studied. From second 
injector studies, assuming there is enough space to locate a third injector, another 
injection location was picked. Using different amount of fuel for the second and third 
injector, optimum power output for the 3 injector rotary engine was revealed.     
From single injector studies optimum injector location for the main injector came 
out to be 30 degrees below the TDC and the timing is 160 bTDC. Into the flow 
injection direction gave much better mixture properties compared to with the flow 
injection. Spark location and timing had less sensitivity which concluded that for a 
good combustion; direction of the injection, injection starting time and injector 
location are important. From the analysis delayed spark timing and -10 degrees spark 
location provided slightly higher power output. 
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Main injector parameters kept fix for the second and third injector studies. To get 
a higher power output more fuel had to be injected from the second injector. Injector 
close to the leading edge gave higher power output. But the combustion was not fuel 
efficient because some left over fuel could be observed after the combustion for the 
highest power out cases. When injectors were close to the leading edge more fuel 
was concentrated into a one place because air-fuel mixing is not efficient close to the 
leading edge due to reduced space, less mixing time and low turbulent flow. 
Three injector cases provided much higher power output than all the other less 
number of injector cases. But the fuel consumption was not effective. Unburned fuel 
was visible close to the leading edge after the combustion for the highest power 
output. Three injectors are suitable for heavy load conditions. Optimized single 
injector is sufficient for lean burn or light road conditions. For the best performance; 
to generate a homogeneous mixture, optimized two injectors are satisfactory. For 
heavy load conditions three injector direct injections can be applied.        
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CHAPTER 7. FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS 
More optimization analysis can be done using this FLUENT numerical 
simulation. Some of them are mandatory before designing a practical DISI rotary engine. 
The analysis discussed in the report is for a higher rpm. Inherently rotary engine performs 
well at higher rpm compared to reciprocating type engine. More analysis are needed to be 
done using low rpm. More suggestions are briefly discussed below for future analyses. 
     
1. This numerical simulation can continuously run for more cycles, so it is possible 
to do more analysis about the fuel residue and their effect on the performance of 
the rotary engine. 
2. Optimum pocket design is an important fact for DISI type engine designs. During 
this simulation given rotary engine design was used to check the applicability of 
the DISI technology. Probably by optimizing recess geometry much efficient 
combustions could be achieved.  
3. Different geometrical changes can easily evaluate using this numerical simulation. 
Side intake port advantages as mentioned in Yamamoto‟s rotary engine 
publication is one such changes could be evaluated using this type of simulation.
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4. Emission control can also be done using this simulation. It is important to check 
how effective DISI combustion when generating harmful emissions compared to 
PFI combustion.   
5. Housing has to be drilled when using multiple injectors and spark plug.  By 
incorporating those exact dimensions of drilling locations to the geometry similar 
studies can be done to check the flow phenomena and gas losses.   
6. Heat losses were neglected since this simulation mainly focused on combustion 
for the first cycle. Because of the large surface area of the chambers it is also 
important to check the heat losses.  
7. Evaluate abnormal combustions such as knocking at high load, low speed 
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